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t)illon (1932) studied the reaction between ethylene bromide and
Ql/ lt. 'l',l)qyo

potassium

methanol with the following data (Temperature: 59.J2"C, Initial KI
conccntt'ittion:0.1531 kmol/m3, Initial CzHaBr'2 concentration: 0.02864 kmol/m3).
c2HaBr2 + 3KI \ crttn * \KBr + KIZ

iodirlc irr

Time, ksec

dibromide reacted

29.7

0.2863

17.7

0.{099

55.8
(t2.1

72.9
8J.7

(A) Derive the integral forni lor the second order birnolecular kinetic rate equation.
(B) Determine the second order reaction rate constant.
(20 M)
Q2/ The hydrolysis of rnethyl acetate is an autocatalytic reaction and is first order with
respect to both methyl acetate and acetic acid. The reaction is elementary, bimolecular and
can be considered irreversible at constant volume for design purposes. The following data
are given (Initial concentration of methyl acetate : 0.45 gmol/I, Initial concentration of
acetic acid : 0.045 grnol/l). The conversion in t hr is 65oh in a batch reactor. Calculate (A)
the rate constant and specifu the rate equation, (B) the time at which the rate passes through
the maximum, and (C) What would be the CSTR reactor volume needed for the plant to
process 200 m3/hr in this system?

cH3coocH3 + Hzo

k

"+ CHyCOOH

+ CH3OH
(20 M)

of B/l)
Q3/ Consider an aqueous feed of A and B (600 l/min, I 50 rnmol of A/1, 300 mmol
that is being converted to product in a plug flow reactor. The stoichiometry and rate
equation are:
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(A) Assuming that the reaction is second order, derive the design equation for a piug
flow reactor.
(B)Find the volume of the reactor needed for 95o/o conversion of A to product.
(20 M)
to the reaction A---' 28,
Q4/ (A) Gas A decomposes irreversibly to form gas B according
(-ro):kcro. The reaction is second order and is performed in an isothermal constant
p."rrur. batch reactor. assuming that A and B are ideal gases, and starting with pure A at
Neo. Derive a general expression for time t in terms of the fractional conversion Xe for 2'"1
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a dilute solution of

G *ild to d".ompose
tS) A;ntinuous florv stirred tank reactor fi.rt ord.. with velocity constant at 2'5hr-r'
,p""i"t A. The decomposition is irrev-ersible and
solution can this reactor treat if 90oZ
t'he reactor volume is 15 mr' What flou'rate of feed
\.)
decomposltlon ls requlreir.

(20 M)
of liquid leed containing Imol A/liter lo 9Qo/o conversion'
Q5/ We wish to treat l0 liters/min
are given b-v
Tllie stoichiometry and kinetics of the reaction
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-re: Ar+C^titrrr"i"

mixed flow reactors'
(A) Suggest a good arrangement for doing^this yslne two

igj fi#ih"

design chosen'
siJe of the t*-o units needetl' Sketch the final

(20 M)

aqueous
plug flow reactor to react the feed of a concentrated
Q6/ Find the size of adiabatic
:
Cp:1000 cal/rnol A, AH'=-18000
i-solution (Fao: 1000 mol/min and C"ro 1 rnol/liter,
cal/mol A)to 80% conversion '
(20 M)
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